
'EDM Spire: Sounds of Tomorrow' from ISR is loaded with all of the essential presets for you to hammer 

out ear-shattering tracks from the ground up. Industrial Strength Samples and Sound Of Tomorrow 

deliver a slamming bank of powerful Spire presets for any producer diving into this popular soft synth. 

Audio Tool Kits are also included. This pack is loaded with powerful bass sounds, thick leads and cool FX 

sounds. 

 

  

'EDM Spire: Sounds of Tomorrow' also comes complete with Audio Tool Kits to jumpstart your modern 

electronic production. Each highly useable Mini Kit contains all of audio you hear in the demos, 

equipping you with a diverse array of MIDI files, huge basses, leads, saturated synths and polished 

drums. 

  

These presets and samples are suited to just about any EDM style from Big Room to Electro, House, Tech 

House, Trance and beyond. Break down the demo tracks and rebuild them to your liking. Tweak, twist 

and mash the MIDI files with your own soft-synths. 

  

NYC's Michael Moscoso produced this pack with steadfast vision and commitment to the hard-hitting 

sounds of underground EDM. As Michael Phase, Ponchoz, and one half of Droid Beats, Moscoso’s 

achievements in mixing, production and performance are marked by a tireless work ethic and adherence 

to his craft. 

  

This second Sounds of Tomorrow pack is no exception. Specially designed for Spire lovers, it can be used 

in any Electronic music style. As the SOT collection expands, expect incredible sets for powerful soft 

synths along with more audio packs. 

  

These Royalty-Free 24-Bit/44.1kHz patches and kits are delivered as WAV files, as well as MIDI and 

Apple Loops so Logic users can lock samples into any tempo.  

  

All samples are clearly labelled for instant & easy use in any DAW or sampler. 

  

Product Specifications: 

  

• 50 Spire Presets 

• 5 Audio Tool Kits 

• 23 MIDI Parts 



• 78 Apple Loops 

• 6 Demo Tracks 

• 24-Bit 44.1kHz WAV 

• Apple Loops 

  

Please Note: 

  

Spire is required to use these presets. 


